
   
 
  Mr. Meanbottom and the assault 
of the 1MHz computer and the comeback 
of the nerds. 

 This story takes place at the school for the 
nerds. And in this school there is 2 computers’ a 1 
MHz that has not been used in years because the 
school had a new 500 MHz computer. The old 
computer was in classroom 13. Now let me tell you 
something about this school, years ago a kid went 
crazy in room 13 and he has never been the same ever 
since some say he went crazy because a teacher gave 
him as a punishment a 1,000,000 page essay on doors. 
Now this kid new about doors but 1 mil. Pages! That is 
a little too much.   

 Now you know about the past. 

 Mr. Meanbottom was a teacher and he was as 
mean as they come 100,000 word essays on spoons and 
other boring stuff if your pencil tip brakes you have 
to make the 1 MHz computer to work (The best 
computer fixer ever could not make it work) His 



favorite thing to do was to get kids in trouble. The 
nerd school only hired him because the works for free 
only thing he wants is to make kids mad at him. 

  

 In the meantime the old, old, old computer was 
mad at every body because they never used him unless 
the kids got in trouble (That happened often) and 
that was no fun so he won’t use his monitor. 

 Mr. Meanbottom was having a bad day all of the 
kids were good nobody did anything wrong so he got a 
kid in trouble for raising his hand ‘But I didn’t do 
anything’  ‘ 
 ‘So”? 
 ‘Well you aren’t fair’ 
 ‘So’? 



 ‘You are mean’ 
 ‘I don’t care’ 
  

 Mr. Meanbottom did this all time and the 
headmaster know about this but he was a teacher for 
free and the school was on a budget (They only had 
$77.98 a year to spend) 

  

 This is the desk the 1Mhz computer is on in 
room 13. Mr. Meanbottom has to move to room 13 
the two worst personates in the school in the 
same room with 30 nerds.  



 Mr. Meanbottom started the 1MHz computer 
Monday morning and the screen worked and the 
computer had a program called “Mean & Meaner 
software presents how to take over nerd 
schools.”  
“Just what I’am looking for” 

Later,  
  Mr. Meanbottom was starting the computer 
it gave him this screen: 
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‘What the hey!!’ 
He clicked on the Help key and it gave him this 

screen:         
 You should know this you jerk you have a 
owners booklet if you get in this file again this 
computer will blow up. Now the mean guy 
somehow understood that gibberish and got a 
plan. 

Now when the kids came in Mr. Meanbottom gave 
them lollypops (They had sleeping stuff on them) and 
gave them all A+ for the day. 

Later the kids all were asleep and now with the 
kids out of the way he gave the headmaster a 
forgetting potion and he took over the school but 
by then the kids woke up and started worrying 



throe “All you kids I toke over the school you will 
listen to ME”  

 Now the kids were nerds but even nerds were 
smart and they got some potion of I.Q. lessening 
and gave Mr. Meanbottom some and he became 
dumb then they gave the headmaster a kick and 
he woke up.  Later they had a feast of roast 
doors and fried 1MHz computers.

  

The end (Or is it?) 



Look for mr. Meanbottom the 2nt 
bo


